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X-Forum is a completely extensible forum module for XOOPS, this is the complete stable
release of the first version. It does require Frameworks 1.20 or later.

Designed for XOOPS 2.3 and earlier version, it was written in response to problems with earlier
forum titles, that had in some cases installation issues. With a broad range of options. X-Forum
is a great solution to your forum requirements, complete with RSS Features and image
management.

It will utilise a wide range of options and allow your community to discuss issues, raise topic and
solution. Complete with .htaccess example and SEO with a medium URL.

With X-Forum you can have all the connivence of the modular newbb path without the result.
Based on CBB with a sound environment that even your grandma can use, I know mine does
this is solid stuff coming directly to you under GNU Licenses.

Complete with Easy Path SEO Guide and help in the preference, you can even with some
simple SQL Injections transfer your old CBB 2.x or 3.x over to X-Forum with ease.

Download Now: xoops2_xforum_4.10.zip

http://bin.chronolabs.org.au/xoops2_xforum_4.10.zip
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